Wave-equation dip moveout (DMO) addresses the DMO amplitude problem of finding an algorithm which faithfully preserves angular reflectivity while processing data to zero offset.
INTRODUCTION
carefully designed with amplitude preservation in mind, then amplitude interpretation becomes suspect. suggested for common offset (Deregowski and Rocca, 198 1; Many forms of kinematic dip moveout (DMO) have been DMO is based on the double square root (DSR) equation (see Claerbout, 1984) . A particularly elegant exposition is given by Hale (1983) . Recently, Black and Egan (1988) revised this method.
but variable background velocity can be approximately incorporated.
DMO amplitudes derived by operator splitting will be as meaningful as those of the original migration operator. Unfortunately, the DSR method of prestack migration is itself not rigorous with respect to amplitude. Specifically, there is no theoretical relationship between the migration result and subsurface reflection coefficients. Also, there is no known method of splitting amplitude-rigorous prestack migration operators such as those discussed by Beylkin (1985) and . However, recent work by Jakubowicz and Miller (1989) may lead to progress in this area.
The second approach to the DMO amplitude problem may be termed intuitive. This method accounts for specific amplitude factors in a rigorous, but isolated, manner. Deregowski and Rocca (1981) , while deriving the DMO impulse response from kinematics, propose an amplitude which is empirically related to the impulse response curvature. They mention that a more rigorous amplitude treatment is possible using ray theory. Later, Deregowski (1985) used ray theory and some a priori conditions, such as operator taper, to find an amplitude term. This analysis presupposes that various processes such as geometric spreading correction have already been performed on the data. A combination of theoretical derivation and a priori assumptions also appears in the amplitude work of Beasley and Mobley (1988) . Finally, Gardner and Fore1 (1988) argue for an amplitude term based on linearized scattering coefficients, operator curvature, spreading, and midpoint sampling.
The third approach to DMO amplitude is cascaded operators. Deregowski and Rocca (1981) considered a thought experiment where prestack migration is followed by zerooffset forward modeling. The impulse response for this cascaded process is an operator which maps prestack data to zero-offset: the DMO impulse response. Their analysis was aimed at finding the geometry of the DMO operator. That is, they were concerned only with the kinematics of the cascaded process. However, by using amplitude-rigorous migration and modeling operators, this cascaded approach can take on new meaning. Such a class of migration operators has recently become available Beylkin, 1985) . To distinguish these amplitude-preserving operators from those of classical migration, they have generally come to be termed "inversion operators." The name derives from their origin in mathematical inverse theory.
Pursuing the cascaded operator approach, an inversion theory wave-equation DMO has been developed (Jorden, 1987; Jorden et al., 1987; Liner, 1989) . In this method, a prestack inversion operator is combined with a zero-offset modeling operator. Both integral operators are theoretically based on the Born asymptotic solution to the point-source scalar wave equation. This approach combines the elegance of Deregowski and Rocca' s original idea with the wave equation and the amplitude-conscious rigor of mathematical inverse theory.
The initial aim of this report is to create a "first-order" theory of wave-equation DMO as a possible alternative to kinematic DMO. In keeping with this goal, the theory assumes constant density and constant background velocity, 
where ( few input traces), then unwanted end-point contributions will dominate the output. Output amplitudes will be correct only when well away from end-point effects. If a single spike of amplitude were processed, the output would be nothing but end-point effects. It follows that the impulse response, which is the canonical experiment for kinematic DMO, is inappropriate for evaluating the fidelity of DMO amplitude. The canonical problem for DMO amplitude, as with migration amplitude, is the plane reflector. Born DMO (10) claims to directly map shot profile data to zero offset; that is, Born DMO accomplishes geometric spreading (GS) correction, NMO, DMO, and inverse GS. Inverse GS introduces the correct zero-offset spreading factor into the output. Furthermore, any angular reflectivity in the shot profile will pass into the zero-offset output. These claims can be verified by applying Born DMO to analytic data for a horizontal plane. (18) is lengthy and may be found in Liner (1989) . From expression (18) it is seen that shot-profile Born DMO applied to horizontal reflector data correctly locates the reflector at the zero-offset location, IO = 2ro/lJ, with the correct zero-offset spreading factor 8-rrro while preserving the full angular reflection coefficient R(a). For zero-offset reflection from a horizontal plane, the spreading term 8nro is constant. For a dipping plane or curved surface, it will not be constant and may mask variations in R(a). From expression (18) it follows that input data could be processed directly for R(a) if the amplitude term (11) is multiplied by 8mo.
SYNTHETIC EXAMPLES
It has been shown that the common-shot Born DMO algorithm is theoretically correct. However, computer implementation must be approached carefully if the goal of amplitude-preservation is to be realized in practice. In particular, the effects of operator aliasing and interpolation can be severe. The computer program developed in this study treated operator aliasing by simply truncating the operator when aliasing was imminent. This is a fast, but crude, technique which accounts for much of the "jitter" seen in the synthetics below. For interpolation, an eightpoint sine algorithm was used. To benchmark amplitude preservation of the computer program, a synthetic test was performed (not shown) in which the correct amplitude result was known to be 1 .OOO for all output traces. Geometrically, the model consisted of a horizontal plane at 1000 m depth. Velocity above the interface was 3000 m/s. The near offset was 100 m, and there were 100 receivers spaced 10 m apart for a far offset of 1100 m. The peak amplitude values, away from end-point effects, were within 510 percent of the correct value. This result is consistent with the theory, allowing for numerical errors. I assume this order of accuracy is also obtained in the synthetic tests shawn~belnw.
The models consisted of the geometry described above. The velocity above the interface is 3000 m/s and velocity below it is 7000 m/s. Forward model data were created using Docherty' s (1987) Cshot computer program, a ray-tracing algorithm which incorporates spreading and the geometrical optics reflection coefficient R(a).
The synthetic shot-profile data for the horizontal plane are shown in Figure 3 . There are two competing amplitude effects on this data: an increase of R(a) with offset, and a decrease of amplitude with offset due to geometric spreading. The tests given here by no means constitute a comprehensive evaluation of Born DMO. They are meant only to show that the process is computationally feasible and may be an alternative to conventional NM0 + DMO processing when amplitudes are of concern. CONCLUSIONS A Born theory of dip moveout (Born DMO) has been developed which preserves amplitude while simultaneously performing spreading corrections, NMO, and DMO in a wave-equation sense. The method assumes constant density and background velocity, and is based on the general theory of inversion due to Beylkin (1985) and Bleistein et al. (1987) , and follows the work of Jorden (1987) .
A formula for common-shot Born DMO was given. The algorithm was analytically applied to Kirchhoff scattering data for a general horizontal plane data. It was shown to Preserve the full nonreflection coefficient and introduce the correct zero-offset spreading factor. Velocity variations can be approximately accounted for while maintaining the speed of the Born DMO algorithm by applying the constant-velocity Born DMO theory, but actually allowing a variable rms velocity field. In general, by using the rms velocity field, the process should be accurate to leading order in offset squared.
The importance of Born DMO to amplitude-versus-offset analysis was illustrated by processing ray theoretical synthetic data for a horizontal and dipping plane. The Born DMO algorithm successfully passed the angular reflection coefficient into the zero-offset output data. For those cases where post-DMO amplitude is an issue, Born DMO gives an alternative to conventional NM0 + DMO. The seismic data processing was facilitated by use of the SU (Seismic UNIX) processing line. This software, originated by the Stanford Exploration Project, has been further developed at the Center for Wave Phenomena.
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